Abstract. The multivariable version of Waterman-Shiba classes and BV (q(n) ↑ ∞) are introduced. Also characterization of the inclusion of multivariable Waterman-Shiba classes into classes of functions multivariable BV (q(n) ↑ ∞) is given.
Preliminaries
Let Λ = (λ i ) be a nondecreasing sequence of positive numbers such that where the supremum is taken over all finite families {I i } n i=1 of nonoverlapping subintervals of P and where f (I i ) := f (sup I i ) − f (inf I i ) is the change of the function f over the interval I i . The symbol ΛBV (p) denotes the linear space of all functions of bounded p-Λ-variation with domain [0, 1]. The Waterman-Shiba class ΛBV (p) was introduced in 1980 by M. Shiba in [13] . When p = 1, ΛBV (p) is the well-known Waterman class ΛBV . Some of the basic properties of functions of class ΛBV (p) were discussed by R. G. Vyas in [16] recently. More results concerned with the Waterman-Shiba classes and their applications can be found in [1] , [2] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] and [15] . ΛBV (p) equipped with the norm f Λ, p := |f (0)| + V (f ) is a Banach space. For the case p = 1, the space ΛBV , with multivariable, and its applications in Fourier Analysis were studied in several papers e.g [3] and [4] .
In [5] , a generalization of BV (q(n) ↑ ∞) in the sense dealing with multivariable functions is given. for k ∈ Z and any s j ∈ N. Let q(n) be an increasing sequence such that 1 ≤ q(n) ≤ q, n → ∞, where 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. We say that a multivariable function f belongs to the class
where
s means the sth component is ignored.
main result
In [7] , the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 2.1. The inclusion ΛBV ⊂ BV (q(n) ↑ ∞) holds if and only if
Here, by different proofs for both sufficiency and necessary conditions, we generalize the result. The generalization is due to major cases: instead of one variable spaces we deal with multivariable spaces and instead of Waterman space, the inclusion of Waterman-Shiba space in ΛBV ⊂ BV (q(n) ↑ ∞) is studied. 
Proof. To observe that equation (2.2) is a sufficiency condition for the inclusion Λ # BV (p) ⊂ BV (q(n) ↑ ∞), we prove an inequality which gives us the sufficiency :
Kuprikov [9] 
Corollary 2.4. The maximum value of F (x), under the conditions of Lemma 2.3, is max 1≤k≤n
Lemma 2.5. Suppose 0 < q < 1 and the conditions of Lemma 2.3 hold, then
Thus F (x) takes its maximum when
Now, we return to the proof of inequality: We prove it for each V j (f, q(n) ↑ q).
We reorder x k such that
Therefore, by replacing q by q(n)/p in Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.5 and Corollary 2.4, we get
Necessity. Suppose (2.2) doesn't hold, that is, there are sequences n k and m k such that
and (2.9)
Hence, applying the fact 2(s k + 1) ≥ n k 2 k + 1 and (2.4), we have (2.10)
(f, q(n) ↑ ∞) ≥ 
(2.11),(2.12)
which shows that f (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m ) / ∈ BV (q(n) ↑ ∞).
